**PERSONALIZATION:** Personalization is a student-centered instructional approach that individualizes learning for each student based on specific strengths, needs, interests, and goals. It allows for differentiation of pace, path, place, and modality based on learning goals and preferences. Personalization requires:

- Differentiation
- Student Choice and Agency
- Flexible Resource Allocation
- Support for Self-Directed Learning

**Personalized Learning School Case Study Exploration (choose one):**

**LOVETT ELEMENTARY (Chicago, IL)**
https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/lovett-elementary-school
Key Resource: [Differentiating Units and Classes at a High Level](https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/lovett-elementary-school)

**CISCO JUNIOR HIGH (Cisco, TX)**
https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/cisco-junior-high-school
Key Resource: [Targeted Small Group Instruction](https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/cisco-junior-high-school)

**LINDSAY HIGH SCHOOL (Lindsay, CA)**
https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/lindsay-high-school
Key Resource: [Support for Pacing](https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/lindsay-high-school)

**Whole Group Case Study Summary:**

**LOCUST GROVE MIDDLE SCHOOL (Henry County, GA)**
https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/locust-grove-middle-school